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Abstract. The radiation of acoustic modes from an aeroengine intake duct is reviewed.
The method is based upon a computational scheme which allows acoustic waves, propagat-
ing inside the intake duct of a generic aircraft engine, to be admitted into a computational
domain that includes the duct section, the exit plane of the duct, and the surrounding flow.
The method comprises three elements: a matching process to admit acoustic waves into
the in-duct propagation region; near-field propagation inside the duct and diffraction at
the lip of the duct; and an integral surface for far-field directivity. The wave admission
is realised through an absorbing non-reflecting boundary treatment which admits incoming
waves and damps spurious waves generated by the numerical solutions. The wave propa-
gation and diffraction are calculated by solving either the linearised Euler equations or the
full Euler equations, using high-order compact schemes. Far field directivity is estimated
via an integral surface solution of the Ffowcs Williams - Hawkings equation.
This paper compares the use of the Euler and linearised Euler equations in determining
acoustic radiation. The case of wave propagation from a realistic aeroengine intake with
background mean flow is used for the comparison. First, axi-symmetric acoustic radiation
is studied using two different mean flows. One simulating the engine at a high power
setting, the other a situation where the flow around the lip becomes locally supersonic.
Spinning mode radiation is then examined with the solution of the full 3D euler equations
and a 2.5D linearised Euler model. The model requirements are discussed along with an
assessment of the readiness of the methods for industrial applications.
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1 INTRODUCTION
A continual reduction in the permitted noise levels of modern aircraft has prompted
ongoing research into the development of numerical methods capable of the accurate and
efficient prediction of aircraft noise propagation and radiation. Noise generation, propa-
gation and radiation is governed by the Navier-Stokes equations. The full simulation of
noise generation and propagation to the far-field using the Navier-Stokes equations is not
feasible at present. However, some aspects of the noise field can be investigated sepa-
rately. For example, noise generated in the rotor-stator region of a turbofan engine can
be simulated by solving the non-linear viscous Navier-Stokes equations[1]. In the duct
upstream of this region and forward of the engine, viscous noise generation effects are
minimal, and the propagation of the rotor-stator noise can be studied using the inviscid
Euler equations. Furthermore, if the computational domain is a sufficient distance up-
stream of the rotor-stator region and the noise sufficiently attenuated, non-linear effects
may be neglected and the acoustic propagation modelled by the linearised Euler equations
(LEE). Such methods are generally more computationally efficient.
Three main numerical methods have been used for duct propagation problems. Bound-
ary element (BE) schemes, finite/infinite element (FE/IE) schemes and computational
aeroacoustic (CAA) schemes based upon the Euler or linearsied Euler equations (LEE).
The BE method[2] is confined to problems of acoustic propagation through uniform mean
flows. The FE/IE method[3, 4] solves the convected wave equation in the frequency
domain. This allows the implementation of impedance boundary conditions, simulating
acoustic lining materials within the duct. However, the method is generally restricted
to acoustic propagation through irrotational mean flows. The CAA method is the more
general method in that the governing equations support the propagation of entropy, vor-
ticity and acoustic waves, allowing for cross-coupling between different modes. Various
versions of this method can be applied to real problems with complicated mean flows
such as noise propagation through rotational sheared jet flows[5]. For CAA methods,
the computational domain is necessarily truncated to simulate the near-field only. This
requires the use of a suitable far field radiation method - typically an integral solution of
the Ffowcs Williams - Hawkins (FW-H) equation[6] or a suitable Kirchoff formulation[7].
In this paper, the use of the Euler and LEE equations in noise propagation problems is
compared. A test case based upon acoustic mode propagation from a realistic aeroengine
intake with background mean flow is used. Initially, axi-symmetric acoustic waves are
studied. Two realistic mean flows are used: a mean flow simulating a high engine power
setting and a modified high power setting scenario where the flow has developed to become
locally supersonic around the inner region of the duct lip. In a previous work based upon
the linearised Euler equations, the local supersonic flow region was found to reduce the
amount of acoustic radiation emitted from the intake[9]. In this work, comparisons in
using the Euler and LEE equations are made. The use of the Euler equations is then
extended to the simulation of spinning mode acoustic waves. This requires a solution
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of the full 3D euler equations. Results are compared to a previously developed 2.5D
LEE propagation model where the simulation of acoustic waves with spinning modes
can be solved efficiently using a 2D computational domain only[10]. Finally, the model
requirements of both the Euler and LEE method are highlighted.
2 GOVERNING EQUATIONS
2.1 Near-field propagation
The Euler and LEE equations governing the near-field acoustic propagation are formu-
lated in a cylindrical coordinate system. The mean flow is assumed steady and to contain
no mean swirl velocity. For axi-symmetric problems, the equations are simplified, but the
full equations used to compute spinning mode propagation are presented here. The Euler
equations in conservative form:
∂ρ
∂t +∇ · (ρv) +
ρv
y = 0 (1)
∂ (ρu)
∂t +∇ · (ρuv) +
∂p
∂x +
ρuv
y = 0
∂ (ρv)
∂t +∇ · (ρvv) +
∂p
∂y +
ρ (v2 − w2)
y = 0
∂ (ρw)
∂t +∇ · (ρwv) +
∂p
y∂θ +
2ρvw
y = 0
∂ (ρe)
∂t +∇ · (ρe + p)v +
(ρe + p) v
y = 0
where ρ and p are the density and pressure, v the velocity vector with components
(u, v, w). x, y, θ denote the axial, radial and azimuthal coordinates and ∇ the differential
operator
∇ = ∂∂xeˆx +
∂
∂y eˆy +
∂
y∂θ eˆθ (2)
where eˆx, eˆy, eˆθ are the unit vectors of the cylindrical coordinate system. If in the prop-
agating region the acoustic amplitude is small compared to the background mean flow,
the propagation can be modelled by linearising the Euler equations about the mean flow.
Assuming that the acoustic disturbances are restricted to the blade passing frequency
and its harmonics and propagate through an axi-symmetric flow without swirl an efficient
LEE solution method can be achieved. Writing the disturbance in terms of its Fourier
modes, e.g. for pressure disturbance p′
p′ = p′m (x, y) ei(kt−mθ) (3)
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a 2.5D form of the LEE can be derived where a representation of 3D acoustic waves can
be solved on a single 2D computational plane[10]:
∂ρ′
∂t +V0 · ∇¯ρ
′ + v′ · ∇¯ρ0 + ρ0∇¯ · v′ + ρ′∇¯ ·V0 −
mρ0
ky w
′
t +
ρ′V0 + ρ0v′
y = 0 (4)
∂u′
∂t +V0 · ∇¯u
′ + v′ · ∇¯U0 +
1
ρ0
∂p′
∂x = 0
∂v′
∂t +V0 · ∇¯v
′ + v′ · ∇¯V0 +
1
ρ0
∂p′
∂y = 0
∂w′t
∂t +V0 · ∇¯w
′
t +
mk
ρ0y
p′ = 0
∂p′
∂t +V0 · ∇¯p
′ + v′ · ∇¯p0 + γp0∇¯ · v′ + γp′∇¯ ·V0 −
γp0
ky w
′
t + γ
p′V0 + p0v′
y = 0
where ∇¯ is the reduced differential operator
∇ = ∂∂xeˆx +
∂
∂y eˆr (5)
The superscript (′) denotes a perturbation variable and subscript (0) a mean flow variable.
k the helmoltz number and m the azimuthal mode number. γ is the ratio of specific heat
for air and taken to be 1.4. In the above equations, all variables are non-dimensional -
density by the freestream mean density ρ∞, velocities by the free stream speed of sound c∞,
pressure by ρ∞c2∞, spatial variables by the characteristic length scale L and time by L/c∞,
where L = 1.0m. Due to the curved geometry of the aeroengine intake studied, Eqns. 1
and 4 are transformed into a uniform computational domain by the usual transformation
(x, y, θ) → (ξ, η, ζ).
2.2 Far-field Radiation
A far field directivity pattern of the noise level is predicted by an integral solution
of the FW-H equations[6]. The integral surface is placed in the computational domain,
immediately upstream of the inlet. This ensures the surface captures all forward emitted
noise from the inlet. Specifically, an integral solution of Formulation 1A of the FW-H
equations are solved[8].
2.3 Input wave definition
The noise source is introduced into the computational domain through an admission
zone placed within the inlet, as depicted in Figure 1. The form of the admitted noise is
based upon the acoustic modes for uniform axial flow in annular ducts[11]. The general
form is:
p′ = A [Jm (kry) + c1Ym (kry)] (6)
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×Re
{
ei(kt−kax−mθ)
}
u′ = kak − kau0
p′
v′ = Ak − kau0
d [Jm (kry) + c1Ym (kry)]
dy
×Re
{
ei(kt−kax−mθ+pi2 )
}
w′t = −A
mk [Jm (kry) + c1Ym (kry)]
y (k − kau0)
×Re
{
ei(kt−kax−mθ+pi2 )
}
Jm and Ym are the Bessel functions of first and second kind (and of order m). The axial
wavenumber ka and mode cut-on ratio ξ are calculated by
ka =
k
β2
(
−u0 +
√
1− ξ−2
)
; ξ = kkrβ
(7)
where β =
√
1− u20. The radial wavenumber, kr is determined by the zeroes of the
equation
∂
∂yJm (yinnerkr)
∂
∂yYm (yinnerkr)
=
∂
∂yJm (youterkr)
∂
∂yYm (youterkr)
(8)
yinner and youter are the inner and outer radial boundary coordinates of the inlet duct at
the admission zone.
3 NUMERICAL METHOD
3.1 Computational solver
The LEE and Euler equations are solved using the same discretisation scheme: a
6th-order pre-factored compact scheme[12] for spatial derivatives and explicit 4th-order
4/6 stage Runge-Kutta scheme for time integration[13]. The inlet geometry shown in
Figure 1 comprises an inner hub and outer duct. A structured body-fitted grid is used
for the computation. The coordinate system origin is positioned on the centreline at a
position level with the end point of the inlet duct lip. The radius of the hub is 0.382m
and the inside of the duct 1.23m. A slip wall boundary condition is used for the duct
walls and a symmetry condition at the centreline axis. This allows simulation on one half
of the plane only.
3.2 Absorbing boundary condition
The time varying acoustic wave given by Eqn. 6 is incorporated through the admission
zone. The zone comprises a buffer-type boundary condition which allows the introduction
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of the acoustic source, whilst damping any spurious reflected waves. An explicit buffer
implementation is used, where the solution vector is damped to the time-varying input
wave target value after each timestep[14].
Q˜n+1 = Qn+1 − σ (x)
(
Qn+1 −Qtarget
)
(9)
Qn+1 is the computed solution after each timestep and Q˜n+1 the new damped solution.
The damping coefficient, σ varies smoothly according to the function,
σ (xb) = σmax
∣
∣
∣
∣
1− xb − LL
∣
∣
∣
∣
β
(10)
where L is the buffer zone width and xb the vector distance from the inner buffer zone
boundary. σmax and β are fixed coefficients which determine the shape and magnitude
of the damping function. The explicit formulation of the buffer zone has been shown to
give the most favourable non-reflecting properties for this type of case[15]. A buffer-type
boundary condition is also used for the outer boundary of the domain. This allows a
non-reflecting radiation boundary condition to be simulated by setting Qtarget in Eqn. 9
to zero. For both the inflow and outflow boundaries a buffer width of 20 grid points is
used.
3.3 Radiation
To determine the far-field noise level the FW-H solver uses a 3D integration surface.
This requires the time-varying solution of the flow variables over the 3D surface - which
can be generated from the calculated near-field propagation data. The far-field solution
is outputted over a 120 degree arc consisting of 100 observer positions and at a distance
of 50m relative to the coordinate system origin. A zero degree angle corresponds to the
upstream direction along the centreline of the intake geometry. This CAA method has
been previously validated by comparison with analytic solutions from simple geometry
cases[16, 10] through to more complex geometries and flow conditions[9].
4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4.1 Background mean flow
For this work, three different background mean flows are used: (i) A uniform mean
flow; (ii) A high engine power setting found during takeoff - termed sideline; (iii) A slightly
modified high power setting to simulate a scenario where the mean flow around the lip is
locally supersonic caused by a combination of a crosswind or gust at high power setting.
The free stream and inlet values for each different mean flow are given in Table 1. Mach
number contour plots for the generated sideline and local supersonic mean flows are shown
in Figures 2(a) and 2(b), respectively. The sideline condition mean flow is characterised
by stagnation points at the end of the intake duct lip and hub. An added feature of
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interest is an area of high Mach number on the inner side of the inlet near the lip, caused
by flow acceleration due to the high ingestion rate at the high power sideline condition.
The supersonic Mach contours have similar features, but with an overall increase in Mach
number magnitudes. The flow is sufficiently accelerated around the lip to induce a small
region of supersonic flow.
Uniform Sideline Supersonic
Free stream
Temperature K 294 294 294
Density kg/m3 1.112 1.112 1.112
Pressure Pa 98594 98594 96000
Mach number 0.0 0.25 0.25
Inlet
Pressure Pa 98594 79687 75825
Mach number 0.0 0.55 0.71
Table 1: Table of background mean flow parameters.
Both the sideline and supersonic mean flows were initially generated using the FLU-
ENT steady-state inviscid flow solver. However, the use of this mean flow in the high-order
Euler and LEE flow solvers caused some inconsistencies in the acoustic propagation re-
sults, particularly for the Euler case. In the LEE formulation, the acoustic propagation
is separated from the aerodynamic flow field by linearising about a constant steady mean
flow field. To conduct the FW-H radiation calculation the acoustic perturbation values
are supplied on the integration surface and for the Euler method, this requires the subtrac-
tion of the mean flow from the solution variables in Eqn.1. However, the Euler method
computes the acoustic propagation and mean flow simultaneously and any significant
change in the mean flow over the duration of the computation causes an inconsistency
in the results compared to the LEE case. Directly using the FLUENT generated mean
flows caused such inconsistencies. This was overcome by using the Euler solver to further
converge both the sideline and supersonic mean flows to a sufficient accuracy to allow
comparisons between the LEE and Euler method to be made.
Figure 3 shows the convergence of the sideline mean flow computation. The residual
of the absolute error is plotted against the time step and defined as
|Ep| =
1
N
N
∑
i=1
|pti − pt−1i | (11)
where N is the number of grid points, t the time step and i the grid point index. The
figure shows the absolute error residual converging to a value of the order 6E-10. Even
with this small residual error the change in mean flow over a typical propagation run
can be significant in comparison with the amplitude of the acoustic wave perturbation.
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Figure 4 shows the change in the non-dimensional mean flow pressure of the sideline mean
flow over a typical propagation non-dimensional run time of 24 units. The difference
is quite significant along the centreline and at the entrance of the duct. To reduce the
interaction and subsequent contamination of the acoustic wave propagation with the mean
flow calculation in the Euler method, the input acoustic disturbance amplitude must be
set at a sufficiently high amplitude. A non-dimensional acoustic amplitude of 1.0E-3 was
found to be suitable.
4.2 Axisymmetric wave propagation
First comparisons between the Euler and LEE method are undertaken using the prop-
agation of axi-symmetric waves from the generic aeroengine intake. The LEE method
has been shown to accurately predict acoustic propagations for this test case[9] and is
used as the benchmark for the Euler method. Figures 5 and 6 show an instantaneous
acoustic pressure contour plot and the sound pressure level plot for the axi-symmetric
case m = 0, n = 1, k = 20 with uniform mean flow, respectively. The figures show good
comparison between the Euler and LEE method which is confirmed in the far-field direc-
tivities shown in Figure 7. The close match is expected - for small disturbances on the
scale of acoustic amplitudes the non-linear component of the Euler equations is negligible,
justifying the assumption of a linearised flow field.
Figures 8 and 9 show the instantaneous pressure contours and sound pressure level
plots for the case m = 0, n = 1, k = 5 with sideline mean flow. Both plots for the
Euler and LEE method are similar. Figure 10 shows the directivies predicted by the two
methods. Although the pattern of the directivity matches, there is a slight difference in
magnitude, particularly at the higher observer angle. Magnitude errors were not observed
in the uniform mean flow test case. Hence, the introduction of the realistic sideline mean
flow has created a discrepancy. This is most likely due to the small changes in mean flow
present during the Euler propagation computation. Such changes can have an effect on
the wave propagation as well the process of separating the acoustic wave from mean flow
on the FW-H surface for the far-field computation.
The final axi-symmetric case studied is m = 0, n = 1, k = 5 wave propagation from the
intake with the locally supersonic flow. The effect of a local supersonic flow region was
studied in detail in a previous work[9]. For such flows, the upstream propagating waves
coalesce at the sonic point located at the inner lip region of the duct and a reduction in
emitted radiation from the inlet observed. It is studied here to highlight any differences
between the Euler and LEE methods in this complex flow region. Instantaneous acoustic
pressure contours and sound pressure level plots for the Euler and LEE method are shown
in Figures 11 and 12, respectively. The pressure contour plots show the coalescing of the
wave at the sonic point near the duct lip. Comparison of the sound pressure level plots
for the supersonic and sideline case show a reduction in the sound level upstream of
the duct for the supersonic case, indicating a reduction in the amount of acoustic wave
emitted from the duct. Figure 13 shows the directivity plots for the Euler and LEE case.
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The shape of the directivities are similar, but the magnitude of Euler far-field radiation
becomes greater at higher angles. For the supersonic case, the coalescing of the acoustic
wave near the lip is combined with a significant increase in wave amplitude. It is possible
that the amplitude increases to such an extent as to cause non-linear effects to become
significant in this region. This would have an effect on the wave diffraction around the lip
and cause the observed magnitude difference in Euler and LEE directivity for this locally
supersonic case.
4.3 Spinning mode wave propagation
The Euler solver is extended to examine the propagation of acoustic waves with spin-
ning mode. Such problems require the solution of the full 3D Euler equations and are
computationally expensive. The Euler solver incorporates the Message Passing Interface
(MPI) library for implementation on mulit-processor clusters. First, an unflanged duct
test case with uniform mean flow is studied[16], which represents a simplified inlet geome-
try and flow condition. The case has been previously used to determine the accuracy of the
LEE solver and highlight issues regarding grid point per wavelength (PPW) requirements
and the effect of FW-H integral surface placement[5, 17]. Using the unflanged duct case
the CAA Euler method is studied, with particular reference to the PPW requirement in
the azimuthal direction. The acoustic pressure contour for the case m = 13, n = 1, k = 15
and with an incoming Mach number of 0.5 is shown in Figure 14 (NB. Full domain not
shown). The figure highlights the grid strategy adopted, where only one wavelength of the
azimuthal mode is solved and periodic boundary conditions used to simulate the whole
domain in the azimuthal direction. The angle swept is given by 2pi/m. The azimuthal
PPW requirement for the 3D Euler solver is determined by comparison of far-field re-
sults obtained for an increasing number of grid points used in the azimuthal coordinate
with the analytic far-field solution. For the m = 13, n = 1, k = 15,M∞ = 0.5 case 8,
10 and 12 PPW simulations were performed and the far-field directivity results plotted
for comparison with the analytic solution in Figure 15. An elliptic FW-H surface was
used, centered at x = 0.7, y = 0 with half-widths xa = 1.9, yb = 1.5 The results show a
significant reduction in the directivity amplitude for the 8 PPW case. This is caused by
the dissipation effect due to an insufficient grid resolution in the azimuthal direction. As
expected an increase in PPW gives an improvement in the result with the 10/12 PPW
simulations giving similar results.
Finally, the Euler and LEE methods are compared for spinning acoustic waves from
the generic aeroengine intake. Two cases are studied; m = 13, n = 1, k = 13 and
m = 6, n = 1, k = 10 acoustic waves propagating through the sideline mean flow. Fig-
ure 16 shows instantaneous acoustic pressure contours for the two cases, (NB. Full domain
not shown). For both cases, as the wave propagates along the intake, the background
mean flow has an effect on the acoustic wavelength, in particular at the region where
the background aerodynamic flow is accelerated around the inner part of the duct lip.
This accelerated aerodynamic flow is in opposition to the direction of the acoustic wave,
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causing a shortening of the acoustic wave length. As the wave passes around the duct lip,
there is a reduction in the Mach number as the background mean flow tends to the free
stream values. Figure 17 shows the directivities predicted by the Euler and LEE methods.
The comparisons are generally good, with the main lobe features captured correctly, but
with some discrepancies at the higher propagation angles. This is most likely caused by
the previously mentioned interaction between the acoustic wave form and changing mean
flow in the Euler computation.
5 Summary Remarks
A comparison in using Euler and LEE formulations in a CAA method for predicting
the propagation and radiation of acoustic waves has been conducted. Test cases involv-
ing axi-symmetric and spinning mode acoustic wave radiation from a generic aeroengine
intake with realistic flow have highlighted some model requirements for accurate results,
particularly for the Euler formulation. In general, the Euler method compared well with
the LEE method, but small discrepancies in results were observed for cases with realistic
background mean flows. The study has shown the importance of a fully converged and
consistent mean flow solution - a change in the mean flow solution during Euler compu-
tations can contaminate the acoustic wave propagation solution. Results have also shown
that non-linear effects may also be present, particularly in regions where the amplitude
of the acoustic wave is significantly increased due to mean flow effects.
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Figure 1: Schematic of problem setup.
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(a) Sideline. (b) Local supersonic.
Figure 2: Mach number contours.
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Figure 3: Convergence history of sideline mean flow computation.
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Figure 4: Pressure residual of sideline mean flow computation.
(a) Euler. (b) LEE.
Figure 5: Non-dimensional acoustic pressure contours for m0n1k20 uniform mean flow case.
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(a) Euler. (b) LEE.
Figure 6: Sound pressure level for m0n1k20 uniform mean flow case.
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Figure 7: Directivity for m0n1k20 uniform mean flow case.
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(a) Euler. (b) LEE.
Figure 8: Non-dimensional acoustic pressure contours for m0n1k5 sideline mean flow case.
(a) Euler. (b) LEE.
Figure 9: Sound pressure level for m0n1k5 sideline mean flow case.
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Figure 10: Directivity for m0n1k5 sideline mean flow case.
(a) Euler. (b) LEE.
Figure 11: Non-dimensional acoustic pressure contours for m0n1k5 local supersonic mean
flow case.
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(a) Euler. (b) LEE.
Figure 12: Sound pressure level for m0n1k5 local supersonic mean flow case.
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Figure 13: Directivity for m0n1k5 local supersonic mean flow case.
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Figure 14: Non-dimensional acoustic pressure plot for m13n1k15 unflanged duct case.
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Figure 15: Directivity comparison for m13n1k15 unflanged duct case.
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(a) m = 13, n = 1, k = 13 (b) m = 6, n = 1, k = 10
Figure 16: Non-dimensional acoustic pressure plots for aeroengine intake case with sideline
mean flow.
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(a) m = 13, n = 1, k = 13
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(b) m = 6, n = 1, k = 10
Figure 17: Directivity comparisons for aeroengine intake cases.
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